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Me, my kids and Singapore
NBN…
Fibre connection challenges – our experience
We had published our personal fibre installation experience in Singapore
back in 2011 (Me, my wife and Singapore NBN – why is fibre take-up so
slow?). Today we provide an update on our fibre connection experience,
which turned out to be more complicated than we had anticipated, and we
now have a better understanding why the take-up rates are low and slow.
The net result is that we had to re-contract on cable despite the house
being completely wired and compelling fibre pricing and speeds.
The process and the issues
We recently moved into a new house, which has an OpenNet termination
point. We decided to upgrade from cable to fibre on MyRepublic’s
promotional plan of SGD28/mth for 100Mbps. But we were informed that
there are porting/resourcing issues and the fibre activation could take a
few weeks based on many back-and-forth discussions with OpenNet,
StarHub and MyRepublic. The previous tenants had terminated their fibre
account “but RSPs (retail service providers, StarHub in this case) still hold
onto the fibre resources from the premise to the OpenNet switches” (in
hope that new occupants might sign up with the same RSP). This is
surprising that even though the service is considered terminated, the
connection is still not deactivated essentially.
We had three choices: 1) ask OpenNet to activate a 2nd port, or 2) request
StarHub to release the fibre resource, or 3) sign up with StarHub. The first
option could have taken “months”, the second “days to weeks”, and the
third “a few days”. Even six-year-old kids need internet to do homework
these days; so we had little choice but to re-contract on StarHub cable,
which offers a decent discount on a bundle. Hence, still no fibre for us.
What does this mean?
 There have been issues and complaints about fibre installation within
buildings. Clearly, the connection set-up is complex too even if there is a
fibre termination point. With cable and DSL, these issues are less
common as there is a separate operator for each. With fibre, there are
many. This may continue to cause delays in take-up rates, we believe.
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 Fibre goes past 95% of premises in Singapore, and the take-up rate is
around 400k now vs. 900k+ DSL/cable subs. SingTel has ~58% share,
StarHub and M1 ~17% and MyRepublic ~4%, we estimate.

 The incumbent operators remain better positioned to maintain a
dominant share in fibre broadband and smaller operators may only
capture a niche segment – bundling remains critical, we think.

 It is no surprise that SingTel is looking to extend its divestment in
NetLink Trust by up to four years, as it could take a while to get decent
take-up rates to generate consistent cash flows/dividends to better
monetize this asset (book value is SGD1.9bn).
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Singapore – my NBN experience
• Back in April 2011, we had published a report on our fibre installation experience in
Singapore (Me, my wife and Singapore NBN – why is fibre take-up so slow?). At
that time we decided not to sign up to a fibre broadband connection given high prices,
high break-fee and no real need for >30Mbps speeds.
• We recently moved houses and thought of getting a fibre broadband connection this
time as we were out-of-contract on our StarHub cable connection. The bottom line is
that signing up to a fibre broadband is still a cumbersome process and can take up to
weeks even – and given the urgency these days (more for kids’ homework and other
activities), we had to re-contract on StarHub 50Mbps cable, which offers a decent
discount on a bundle.
• We are also a mio-TV customer and could’ve signed up for a SingTel bundle too – but
again, the installation issues were complex (discussed below).
• NBN now goes past 95% of households in Singapore, but take-up rates are still low at
around 400k and there are constant complains about installation issues – we
understand these better now!
Fig. 1: NBN status in Singapore
"NBN outcomes achieved"





More than 400,000 Next Gen NBN
subscribers as at July 2013


More than 300% increase since 100,000
subscriber in January 2012

Physical Coverage Nationwide has been
completed and OpenNet is ready to
accept orders from all physical locations




Various fibre services offered with 8
OpCos and 26 RSPs in industry


Increase from 2 to 26 RSPs
beginning of NGNBN

since

Prices of NGNBN offerings lower than
non-NGNBN equivalent


20 to 30% reduced prices

Source: IDA

Fig. 2: Various broadband prices in Singapore (SGD)

Fig. 3: Fibre broadband market share in Singapore (June-13)
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Fig. 4: RSP and OpCos in Singapore
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What happened?
This note is written based on our own personal experience and we completely
acknowledge that it cannot be widely applied – each customer, property, operator will
have different issues, or even none at all.
• We recently moved into a new rental property. There is an OpenNet termination point in
the store-room downstairs – which is hardly practical to begin with (it is around 12
metres from the main gate, hence would have been free to install). We need to rely on
wireless routers and boosters for internet coverage.
• We have been a StarHub cable and pay-TV customer for over five years, and this time,
we decided to upgrade to fibre with MyRepublic on its promotional offer of SGD28 per
month for 100Mbps and an one-time installation fee of SGD128 (includes wireless router).
• We were informed by MyRepublic that it can’t activate this connection as the previous
tenants had a fibre connection with another RSP. They weren’t able to tell us who this
RSP was, but the previous tenants had terminated their account when they moved out
(and returned the equipment/ STB, etc, we understand). But based on our discussions,
we understood that “the RSPs still hold onto the fibre resources from the premise to the
OpenNet switches” (meaning not completely de-activated, in the hope that new tenants
might sign up with the same RSP).
• Then we had to call up OpenNet to enquire who this RSP was, which turned out to be
StarHub (but even OpenNet wasn’t 100% sure on this). Then we had to call StarHub to
address this further.
• We then had three choices:
1) Ask OpenNet to activate a 2nd port, or
2) Call StarHub to release the fibre resource, or
3) Sign up with StarHub fibre (or cable).
– The first option could have taken “months”, and the second option “days to weeks”,
and the third would be the fastest, “a few days”.
– To install a 2nd port, OpenNet wasn’t sure if there maybe any on-site issues such as
“insufficient fibre resources”, but if we commit and then decide to cancel during the
process, there would be a penalty (around SGD500).
• Therefore, connecting to MyRepublic fibre could have taken a few weeks at least, the
same thing with SingTel even – the quickest option was re-contracting with StarHub
cable, which we finally did.
• We are a SingTel mio-TV customer, too (over DSL), which can only be installed where
there is a phone line. But there is also a wireless solution (see pictures below), but the
user experience is not good on this. Installing additional phone lines are expensive.
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Fig. 5: OpenNet termination point in store room…hardly practical
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Source: Nomura research

Fig. 6: Wireless solution for mio-TV

Source: Nomura research
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Any stock implications?
There are a few observations:
• There have been a lot of complaints in recent years about the installation process
within buildings, etc. Clearly there are issues with the connection set-up too even if
there is an OpenNet termination point. With cable and DSL, these issues are less
common as there is only entity involved in each – StarHub and SingTel respectively;
whereas with fibre, there are many. This may continue to cause further delays in takeup rates we believe.
• The incumbent operators remain better positioned to maintain a dominant share in fibre
broadband and smaller independent operators may only capture a niche segment –
bundling remains critical.
• Delays in fibre broadband take-up rates may impact SingTel’s ability to monetise any
value from divestment in NetLink Trust, in our view. SingTel recently announced that it
is seeking IDA’s (Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore) approval to extend
the divestment timing by up to four years.
• The recent announcement of various entities selling their stakes in OpenNet selling to
NetLink Trust and it being allowed to use different sub-contracts may simplify the
process somewhat, but it will still take time, we believe.
• See our note, What does this OpenNet sale mean?, dated 23 August 2013 for more
details on recent announcement by SingTel.

SingTel announced on 23rd
August that it intends to sell its
30% stake in OpenNet to
NetLink Trust (NLT) for
SGD38mn.
OpenNet is the entity building
and operating fibre in Singapore
and NLT was set up two years
ago, and its assets include all
the ducts, manholes and
exchanges.
SingTel currently is the sole unitholder of NLT with a 100%
economic interest.
OpenNet’s other shareholders
(Axia, SPH and SPT) will also
sell their combined 70% stake to
NLT for SGD88mn.
SingTel has also extended the
timing of reducing its stake in
NLT to sub-25% by up to four
years.
This deal/structure are
conditional on IDA approval.

Fig. 7: Proposed NBN payment structure
NBN value chain

FLOW OF NBN PAYMENTS

OpCos
Manage active equipment on fibre
OpCos pay OpenNet (which owns the fibre) for access to fibre
infrastructure

New payment structure

This becomes revenues for OpenNet
OpenNet
Rolls out and owns the fibre
OpenNet pays SingTel for:

SingTel owns 30% of OpenNet and
therefore gets earnings contribution

1) Access to ducts, pipes (passed through to Asset Co NetLink)
2) Maintenance of relevant infrastructure
SingTel
Primarily involved in maintenance for
supporting assets and infra
SingTel receives payment for: 1) access to infra and 2) maintenance

SingTel owns 100% of NetLink Trust
currently, and from FY14 will own sub25%. Hence, it will receive earnings
contribution from NetLink too

SingTel pays NetLink for:
1) Access to ducts and pipes for OpenNet fibre
2) Access to ducts and pipes for SingTel's fibre
NetLink Trust
Asset Co owns supporting infrastructure
for fibre

Source: Nomura research
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Fig. 8: Promotional prices at IT fairs in Singapore
Promotional Prices at IT Fairs
Operator
SingTel
StarHub

Nov 2012
150 Mbps at
$47 to $50

Mar 2013

Jun 2013

150/300 Mbps
at $49.90/$79.90 (Bundled)

150 Mbps
at $49.90 (Bundled)

150 Mbps
at $49.90 (Bundled)

100 to 300 Mbps from
$39.90 to $79.90 (Bundled)
200/300 Mbps
at $39.00/$49.00 (Bundled)

M1

200 Mbps at
$49.90 (Bundled)

100 to 250 Mbps
from $39.00 to $51.00 (Bundled)

Viewqwest

200 Mbps at
$79.95 (Bundled)

150Mbps at $65.00 (Bundled)

MyRepublic

100 Mbps
from $59 - $89

100/150 Mbps
at $38.88/$48.88 (Bundled)

150Mbps at $65.00

(Bundled)

100/150 Mbps
at $38.88/$48.88 (Bundled)

(Free 6 months)

Source: IDA

What is MyRepublic up to?
• MyRepublic is now the 4th largest ISP in Singapore with around 15k fibre
subscribers, or around 4% market share, we estimate.
• Most of its customers are retail customers at this stage (younger demographic). It also
recently launched an SME service. As per the company, it is signing up 40 to 50
enterprise customers per month, which it estimates that this equates to around 4%
monthly share and is targeting around 8% total share by year end.
• Its pricing plans range from SGD59/mth to SGD75/mth for 100Mbps to 150Mbps with 6months free in promotional period/ events such as COMEX.
• It currently has three self-branded stores and also sells through around 40 other
retailers. It also has a direct-sales based MyRepublic Partner Program.
• It is also planning to be an OpCo too given the cost of equipment/activation (GPON,
NTE, etc) has fallen significantly in the past few years (based on our discussion with
other OpCos too, the equipment cost has dropped around 50-70% over the past threefour years).
• MyRepublic also intends to gradually expand in other NBN markets such as Australia,
New Zealand (expected by early 2013) and Malaysia, but Singapore will be the main
focus for now, we understand.
• To date, MyRepublic has been funded exclusively through private angel investors
raising over SGD10mn we understand.
• Website: www.myrepublic.com.sg
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Fig. 9: MyRepublic’s pricing plans

Source: MyRepublic website
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Fig. 10: MyRepublic’s proposition

Source: MyRepublic website
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